Abstract. It is shown that if X is a chainable continuum and h : X −→ X is a homeomorphism such that the topological entropy of h is greater than 0, then X must contain an indecomposable subcontinuum. This answers a question of Barge.
Introduction
In dynamics, topological entropy is a number in [0, ∞] that gives a measure of the rate of local expansion of a function on a space. The connection between entropy and the dynamics of a continuous function is well documented. Many simple functions such as the tent map have positive entropy. However, for a homeomorphism to have positive entropy, it appears that the local structure must be complex. For example, in [4] , it is shown that no homeomorphism of a regular continuum can have positive entropy. In [5] and [6] , Ye showed that homeomorphisms of hereditarily decomposable chainable continua that are induced by square commuting diagrams on inverse systems of intervals must have zero entropy. In this paper, it is shown that every chainable continuum that admits a positive entropy homeomorphism must contain a nondegenerate indecomposable subcontinuum. Indecomposable continua are known to have a very complicated local structure. This answers a well-known question by Barge [2] .
A continuum X is a compact connected metric space. Here, C 1 and C n are the endlinks of the chain. A continuum X is chainable if for every > 0 there exists a chain covering X such that mesh(C) < . Chainable continua are also called arc-like and snake-like continua.
Let X be a compact metric space, f : X −→ X be a map, and U be a finite open cover of X. Define N (U) be the number of sets in a finite subcover of U with smallest cardinality. If U and V are two open covers of X, let
Then the topological entropy of f is defined as Ent(f ) = sup{Ent(f, U) | U is an open cover of X}.
Independence sets
In this section, we look at the relationship between the entropy of a function and independence sets for a collection of disjoint open sets. For more on independence sets, see [3] . n for all n ≥ N . Thus g( nα/2 ) ≤ n and it follows that g(n) ≤ 2/α n. Letting r > 2/α n, the first part of the proposition follows.
Next suppose there exists r > 0 such that g(n) < rn for all n. Thus, |G ∩ {1, 2, ..., rn}| rn ≥ n rn = 1 r and hence
Therefore, there exists a subsequence of G that has positive density.
Proposition 2. Suppose that
is an increasing sequence with positive density and such that g(i + 1) − g(i) > k for each i and some positive integer k. 
An ordered pair (x, y) ∈ X ×X is an IE-pair if for every product neighborhood A×B of (x, y) the pair {A, B} has an independence set of positive density. Let IE 2 (X, f ) denote the set of IE-pairs generated by f . Let
The following theorem is Proposition 3.9 (part (2)) in [3] : 
Then at least one of the following is true: Proof. This follows from repeated applications of Theorem 5. Let C be a chain cover of X with mesh less than δ.
We say that the sequence G has a recurrent pattern
is an increasing sequence of positive integers that has positive density. Then there exists a subsequence
Proof. Since G has positive density, by Proposition 1 there exists an integer r > 1 such that g(i) ≤ ri for all i. Let I m , J m be a partition of {1, ..., m} such that
Suppose on the contrary that
However, the above inequality violates the hypothesis that g(i) ≤ ri. Thus the claim is true.
. Therefore, it follows from the claim that for each m there is a k m ∈ {1, ..., r} such that
Furthermore, there is an increasing sequence {m(j)}
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where n i+1 > n i . Now for each i, define g 1 (2i) = g(n i + 1) and
and that
. (2i m − 1) . Then G has positive density by Proposition 2 and Proof. By Lemma 8, there exists a positive integer k 1 and a subsequence
has positive density and
has positive density and recurrent pattern {k 1 , k 2 }. Proof. By Theorem 9 there exist integers k 1 < k 2 and a subsequence
of positive density with recurrent pattern {k 1 
is an independence set of positive density for R ( 
Theorem 11. Suppose that f : X −→ X is a map and that
Let U be a chain cover of X with mesh less than δ. Let C(Y i ) = {U ∈ U|Y i ∩U = ∅}. Then by Corollary 6 there exists an increasing subsequence 
Main result
This section shows the relationship between entropy and crookedness. In order for a chainable continuum to be indecomposable it must consist of nested crooked chains. Let C 0 and C 1 = [C 
The next theorem gives the connection between crookedness and indecomposablity and can be found in [1] in a slightly different form. 
be a finite sequence of symbols. Define π i (W ) = U i . The next two technical lemmas will aid in proving the main result. 
Proof. Since the sequences are comprised of only two symbols, it suffices to show that there exists an i and 1 < j < k such that π i (W 1 ) = π i (W j ) and π i (W j ) = π i (W k ). Suppose on the contrary that for each i ∈ {1, ..., 4} there is at most one integer
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Then by the pigeon-hole principle one of the following must be true:
Ψ(i 4 ) ≤ 4. However, that implies that one of the following, respectively, is true:
(
. This is a contradiction in each case.
Lemma 14. Let h : X −→ X be a homeomorphism, A, B be open sets such that
be the sequence associated with the unique element Then using the value of n i defined by n 1 = 0, n 2 = k 1 , n 3 = k 2 and n 4 = k 1 + k 2 , it follows that
so (1) 
Let U be a chain cover of X with mesh less than δ. Then by Theorem 11, we can assume that there exist distinct elements V, U 1 , ..., U 9 of U such that each element intersects a unique element of R h k 1 ,k 2 (A, B) and {V, U 1 , ..., U 9 } has an independence set of positive density.
In the ordering of chain U, at least 5 elements of {U 1 , ..., U 9 } either follow V or precede V . Since each element of R
, where Y i ∈ {A, B}, it follows from Lemma 14 that there exists j ∈ {0, k 0 , k 1 , k 0 + k 1 } and U a , U b such that 1) U a is between V and U b in the ordering of U and either is an open continuous function such that Ent(f ) = log(2). Also, the cone over the Cantor set (also known as the Cantor Fan) admits a positive entropy homeomorphism. The cone over the Cantor set is tree-like but not chainable and does not contain a nondegenerate indecomposable subcontinuum.
